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Dear colleagues,
In 2020 we were confronted with a completely new situation that poses
many ongoing challenges to our professional lives.
Media outlets have been striving to keep the public informed about the
pandemic while continuing to report on a multitude of other crucial topics:
disinformation, populism, and climate change, to name a few. While trying
to cover these issues, independent media outlets have been squeezed
financially as their audiences become less willing to pay for content due to
the economic uncertainty brought by the pandemic.
Nevertheless, being a journalist means not ever settling into the comfort of
what has been but rather meeting the challenges of the now. Despite the
bleak situation, so many in the journalistic community have risen to the task.
That is why we were so excited to focus again on what’s working in journalism
and the media during the seventh annual Prague Media Point conference.
From solutions journalism stories, impactful investigative journalism,
increased audience engagement through powerful COVID-19 reporting,
and insights into growth and innovation we featured those who can inspire
others and give voice to the journalistic community.
This constructive approach is at the core of what we strive to do. Our mission
is to foster the media’s work for the public good by convening solutionoriented expert gatherings that bring together unique, regional perspectives
and provide lasting networking experiences.
We are proud to say that the conference accomplished exactly that. We hope
you enjoyed your time with us, met many like-minded people, and found
inspiration for your work.
Sincerely,

Jakub Klepal

Director, KEYNOTE
Co-Chair, Prague Media Point

Jeremy Druker

Executive Director, Transitions
Co-Chair, Prague Media Point

5 MAIN POINTS FROM
PRAGUE MEDIA POINT
1.

We need to recommit ourselves to reporting on the structures supporting
democracy, giving audiences better information – not just more of it. The winning
formula is never only about commercial profits – it needs to involve deep listening to
people.

2.

Solutions journalism starts where traditional reporting usually ends. Practical
knowledge is lacking on how to deal with society’s pressing problems. Solutions stories
help to cultivate hope by showing how others are responding. Research shows that such
reporting is more likely to have a positive impact.

3.

Diversity is not a “nice-to-have.” It is at the center of the digital transformation,
generating ideas outside the box. Diversity in the newsroom leads to diverse news
coverage, making it essential to a successful, audience-orientated news outlet.

4.

There’s never been a more exciting to be an investigative journalist. That’s
partly thanks to all the tools that allow us to carry out more through, systematic research
and share our findings with partners.

5.

The importance of community journalism cannot be understated, especially in
challenging times such as the pandemic. Audiences still often trust the local press, and
it might be wise to start seeing it as a public good worth protecting.

PRAGUE MEDIA POINT
IN NUMBERS
290 PARTICIPANTS
50 COUNTRIES
45 SESSIONS
30 VOLUNTEERS

Re-watch Prague Media Point 2020
www.praguemediapoint.com

#PragueMediaPoint

Dear Dagmar and KEYNOTE Team,
I would like to sincerely thank you for the effort you
made ahead of my Dec 4 session and during it.
I only have compliments for all of you who made
my and my panellists’ work a success.
You are all so well organised, so committed and
so professional. My special thanks goes to Dagmar
under whose leadership your team work seemed
so easy, though, I know well from the experience of
MDI online events running virtual events is far from
easy. I knew from the moment we did the test that
my session, my panellists and myself had been in
safe hands! Even when the NRK video disappeared
for a second or / and when NRK rep could be
not heard properly I knew you all would sort it
out quickly. It’s so great to have a ‘bulletproof’
backing!!!!

Gregory Bruno, Communications Manager, Sourcefabric

I wish you all the best with the rest of the
conference.
Hope this is not the first and the last event we
cooperate on.
My very best,

Milica Pesic

Tina Lee, Hostwriter’s Head of Ambassador’s Network,
Editor in Chief of “Unbias the news”

Executive Director
Media Diversity Institute

“... I have not experienced a better prepared
conference.”

Kateřina Procházková
Analyst at Sinopsis project
AcaMedia

Julia Migne, Co-Founder, INKLINE

Fara Warner, Initiatives Manager for the Business and
Sustainability Initiative, Solutions Journalism Network

Sven Egenter, Executive Director & Editor in Chief, Clean Journalism
Wire (CLEW)

Nina Fasciaux, Manager in Europe, Solutions Journalism Network

ANONYMOUS
REACTIONS
FROM OUR
SURVEY
“I think the highlights of this year’s Prague
Media Point were the speakers, the session about
leadership, and friendly people!”

Roman Imielski, Deputy Editor in Chief, Gazeta Wyborcza

“Many discussions were useful for donors,
publishing houses and CSOs too. This was great.”
“Well-organised and interesting programme.”
“A highlight for me was the diversity of topics and
speakers.”

We would like to thank our partners, supporters, and
colleagues. Without their input Prague Media Point
would not be what it is now.
We would also like to encourage you to share your
suggestions about Prague Media Point, discuss with
us potential partnerships, and join us to help foster the
media’s work for the public good.

Dagmar Caspe

Project Coordinator, Prague Media Point
caspe@keynote.cz
www.praguemediapoint.com

SEE YOU AT THE NEXT
PRAGUE MEDIA POINT
DECEMBER 2-4, 2021
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